Smart DoC (Declaration of Conformity) - EU
OnRule is bringing automation in creating a Declaration of Conformity (DoC) and
managing existing DoCs.
Background: In order to comply with the requirements in the European Union (EU),
companies are responsible for issuing a DoC to state that the product meets all of the
requirements of the applicable directives and underlying, harmonized technical
standards. Our customers are launching multiple new products in EU every year.
Additionally, our customers are making major changes to the existing products
requiring revision of the DoCs. Moreover, multiple directives and/or underlying
standards are changing, requiring revision of the existing DoCs.
Problem Statement: The compliance engineers have to manually create the DoCs,
outline the products affected, select the applicable directives and underlying
standards that were used to demonstrate compliance, seek an approval from the
management, print the DoCs, get signatures of the company authority, finally archive
an electronic copy and make hard copies so that the applicable DoCs could be
distributed with respective products being shipped to EU!
The manual process of creating, reviewing, approving, signing and sharing a DoC is
repetitive in nature and requires collaboration among multiple stakeholders.
Additionally, identifying changes in EU directives and underlying standards,
identifying the impacted products and DoCs, and updating the DoCs consume
important time of valuable resources.
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Our Solution: The entire process of
creating, reviewing, approving,
signing, sharing, and searching a DoC
is digital, collaborative and secured:
• Configure the DoC generation to fit
your internal business processes
• Create a Digital DoC using a simple
wizard
• Review, approve, and secure digital
signatures to finalize the DoC
• Make the supporting documents
instantly available
• Share the DoC with stakeholders in
support of your business needs
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